
Mi_ST_ATH  Data updated till May15,2020 comparison to broader CNX500 

 

1 Month Return 

 

Mi_ST_ATH Strategy: + 1.89%  

CNX500 : -1.44% 

 

Month wise Returns :,

 

3 Month Returns 

 
 

6 Month Returns 
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2 Year Returns

 

3 Year Returns 

 

 

 



Compared to other Benchmarks since Inception 

 

 
Churn ratio (Portfolio of max 10 stocks at any time)  

2016-17 3.3X ~ 0.6 changes per week  

2017-18 3.5X ~ 0.6 changes per week  

2018-19 4.8X ~0.9 changes per week 

2019-20 4.0X ~ 0.7 changes per week 

 

Upcapture and downcapture ratios 

 

Upcapture Ratio Period  01.04.2016 to 31.08.2018 

Strategy returns : 172.07% 

Mkt Returns : 54.86% 

UpCapture Ratio = 313.65 

 

Downcapture Ratio Period  01.09.2018 to 31.03.2020 

Strategy returns : -15.27% 

Mkt Returns : -29.97% 

DownCapture Ratio = 50.95 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Some additional useful Rolling returns info based on backtests (2000 to 2016) and Real runs 

(2016 to 2020).  

 
(*The data is in calendar year format here) 

 

 

Summary Core advantages of the Mi_ST_ATH strategy 
 

1. Survival of the Fittest : You are are always with the strength in the market 

2. Letting Winners Run : No case for early profit booking if stock is performing well 

3. Cutting your Losers early : No case for allowing your holding to go into deep losses from where recoveries are 

usually difficult 

4. Portfolio diversification : Concentrated diversification across 10 stocks. 

5. Noise cancellation : Once a week decision cuts out a lot of market noise which conventionally causes bad 

decision making and this helps elimination of emotions. 

6.  Low Time spent : Under a few minutes a week on Monday morning to press a button and getting your portfolio 

to auto execute and mirror the model portfolio. No back-office hassles, no exposure calculations, simply peace. 

7.  Playing the Casino Math : The central theme is to compensate low number of winners with much larger on 

average winners than losers. In the past, we have had about 49% winning trades but each winning bet made more 

than avg of 48% vs an avg of losing 12% for a loser. 

8. Prevents large shocks : The portfolios go into cash if draw-downs start to get very deep and earn risk free 

returns till blue skies appear again. Prevents deep agonizing periods for the investor. 

9. Service Assurance: Weekendinvesting makes sure that you get a fair deal on your investment . Read more about 

this unique offering here 

10. High churn and Short term Trends : The strategy is seeking short term trends and hence the average hold for 

this strategy is only 7 weeks and the churn is close to 4X times a year. 

https://weekendinvesting.com/2018/04/23/what-is-our-service-guarantee/

